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This is an obvious admInistration answer, via Wise, to DA Jim Garrison's appearance on the Tonight Show. The adminis-tration stems to have taken up Garrison's comments on the suppressed documents as a challenge. The response is in-
teresting. It confirms that there is a conscious and concerted effort to satisfy "conspiracy" theoriets by giving them evi-dence of a conspiracy that never occurred. The documents which were released to Wise also indicate that Warren is to be the scapegoat. The Commission is to take the blame and the adminis-tration will come out smelling like a rose. The titles cited by Wise were predominantly titles that indicate material leading to a conclusion that Oswald was a for-real spy and agent of the reds, that he wasx a real defector. 

The trnnscipts of Commission hearings which Wise was allowed to see seem to indicate that Earl Warren knew the whole story. His reluctance to have the Commission interview Jacqueline Kennedy is Indicative that he was afraid of her, that in fact, he knew she could blow the case wide open. It now seems possible that when Warren talked to Johnson, they made a deal, we hope re-pugnant to Warren, for a cover up. I think it possible that Warren was blackmailed or otherwise coerced. Thus his tears. 
The delay on interviewing Mrs. Kennedy, the manner in which it was done, and the mutilated transaipt subsequently published in the Hearings seem to make clear that Mrs. Kennedy was in fact the key witness in the entire case. Apparently they did not 
succeed in controlling her when she testified since her testimony 
was mutilated. 

The admnistrationts controlled release of suppressed documents also makes clear that the documents released are to be misleading, managed to throw researchers off the track. For a nation starving for the truth, we are to get cake, or rather icing: prepackaged and without value except to further undermihe our Imixith health. 
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